
 

 

Clubs with Extra Time vs Clubs with No Extra Time 

 

✓ I want to clarify that you never stop a match before the time is up.  

✓ Play until the end of match limit (1 ½ hr.) 

✓ If time runs out finish any game or 5-point tiebreak that is in progress.  If the winner of the match is 

not decided, then one of the following scenarios will apply.    

Clubs WITH Extra time  

• If time has not expired and you split sets, you play the match tiebreak to decide the match.  If time 

runs out while playing a match tiebreak – finish the match tiebreak. 

•  If time expires after you have completed two sets and you split sets, play a 5-point tiebreak to decide 

the match.  

• If during the second set time expires and there is not a clear winner (a team ahead by 2 games is the 

winner), play a 5-point tiebreak to decide the set and if necessary (split sets) play another 5-point 

tiebreak to decide the match.     

• If within the 1 ½ hours, you are playing a 5-point tiebreak to decide the set and if during or after 

completing the tiebreak time runs out then you can play a 5-point tie break to decide the match.    

Clubs with NO Extra Time   

• If time has not expired and you split sets, you play the match tiebreak to decide the match.  If time 

runs out while playing a match tiebreak and no one is ahead by 2 points in the tiebreak play a deciding 

point for the match.  

•  If time expires after you have completed two sets and you split sets, play a deciding point to decide 

the match.  

• If during the second set time expires and there is not a clear winner (a team ahead by 2 games), play a 

deciding point to decide the set and if necessary (split sets) play a deciding point to decide the match.    

 

➢ If by mistake the teams play the wrong ending and they had agreed, then the match was played in 

good faith and it will stand but the proper way to do this is the way that It was explained above.   

 

Please let us know if you still have any questions regarding the format. 


